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Thanks you for giving me the floor and 1 am Liton Bom representing Asia Indigenous 
Peoples Pact which is based in Chaingmai Thailand. I and my organization would like to 
take this opportunity to extend our congratulation for your re-election to chair this 
working group. 

I agree with Chairperson's paper that lack of recognition of rights of indigenous peoples 
by the State parties is the root cause of the conflict and "non-implementation of treaties 
threatens indigenous peoples ' survival as distinct peoples", [n Burma, there is a treaty 
between State party and indigenous peoples called "Panglong agreement" which was 
signed in 1947 in which both of them agreed to establish a tested and provisional federal 
union based on equal status and rights. They further agreed that anyone could withdraw 
from the Union after ten years if they wish so. When the agreement wasn ' t fully 
implement, it resulted to arm-conflict. The conflict was snowballed when the Burmese 
Army took the state power by military coup in 1962 and the agreement was totally 
forgone. The arm-conflict is magnified and still going for more than five decades because 
of practicing ethic cleansing, cultural genocide and assimilation against the indigenous 
peoples by the regime. 

However, the United Nations construed Burma's crisis as merely human rights issues so 
that the UNGA makes its resolution to have dialogue among indigenous leaders, 
democratic opposition party led by Aung San Suu Kyi and the military regime for order 
to solve the conflict in Burma. Even though, the attempts were made to implement the 
resolution by the Secretary General of the UN by sending his Special Envoys to Burma 
for several times, it is in vain because of its mandate is just facilitation. In fact, the 
Burma's crisis is not merely human rights problem but also the conflict that threatens 
international and regional peace and stability. For instance, there are more than two 
millions immigrant workers in neighboring countries, more than one million are in 
internally displace persons more than two hundred thousands refugees in border areas as 
well as abroad, the drug produced in Burma with the collaboration of the regime are 
spreading in neighboring countries and the Thai government defines it as threatening her 
national security and now the Burmese tries to develop nuclear reactor. 

As indigenous peoples in Burma are in brink of extinguish, I would like to take this 
opportunity requesting this working group to indicate in your report that Burma crisis 
should be referred to Security Council. I support Chairperson's recommendation to 
organize seminar on possible establishment of an advisory international body to facilitate 
agreement in conflict situations involving indigenous peoples sooner than later. 


